Bread and Circuses in Cleveland

Some people want to see Naples before they die. (Vedi Napoli, e poi mori.) I just wanted to see Cleveland. Why? There aren’t many major American cities I haven’t seen. Cleveland was one of them and I had the opportunity to go there on the cheap.

Though Cleveland is hardly the best-known of American cities, its inception and development are prototypical of American development in the 19th century. First came the pioneers, then the canals (dug by early Irish immigrants), then the railroads, factories, warehouses, shipping and hordes of European immigrants, particularly “hunkies” from Eastern Europe. If you take a close look at the white working class denizens of Cleveland, you can’t help but see similarities to those Eastern European peasant types that occasionally pop up on the network news in these post-Soviet days.

Cleveland’s decline in the 20th century is also all too familiar (stop me if you’ve heard this before). It started when blacks poured into the city during WWII in search of factory jobs. White flight after WWII brought a severe decline in population and tax base. In 1920, Cleveland was the fifth largest American city. Today its population stands at about 500,000, placing it below the top 25. As the percentage of blacks grew, in 1967 Carl Stokes was elected the first black mayor of a major American city.

Today the unemployment rate in Cleveland is 3.6% higher than it is in the surrounding suburbs. As in other cities, more and more new jobs moved to fringe areas beyond the reach of the mass transit system—a canny way to minimize Negro applicants and ward off a lot of civil rights headaches.

The casual visitor can’t help but notice the large numbers of Negroes wandering around downtown. The Tower City Mall, a stately multi-level concourse underneath the landmark Terminal Tower (when built in 1928, it was the tallest building outside New York) is a favorite loitering place. The piped-in classical music and the posted signs warning against rowdy behavior and flashy attire (no gang colors) are not 100% effective. It is not unusual to see a pouting young Negro assume the classic, “Ah din’t do nuf-fin” position when questioned by a security guard.

As often happens with cities cursed with large black populations, Cleveland’s reputation became tarnished and it became the butt of jokes, though the racial realignment of the populace was never offered as a major factor in the decline of the city’s fortunes. The near-death of Lake Erie didn’t help any. When pollutants caused the Cuyahoga River to catch fire, Cleveland’s reputation was secure. I believe it was in an Elmore Leonard novel that a character, when asked to describe Detroit, claimed it was just like Cleveland without the glitter. Indeed, a better example of Great Lakes rust belt decay could hardly be found.

Still, the observant visitor can’t help but notice that oldtime Cleveland must have had a lot going for it. John D. Rockefeller, who used to call Cleveland home, is buried in a local cemetery. Though not as strongly identified with one industry as Pittsburgh (steel) and Detroit (autos), Cleveland once had plenty of both, along with the refineries that processed John D.’s oil. Other captains of industry included Sam Mather and Mark Hanna (shipping) and the Van Sweringen brothers (railroads and construction), who built Terminal Tower just in time to be bankrupted by the Wall Street crash of 1929. Obviously, all this wealth had a trickle-down effect on the city. The famed “emerald necklace” of parks that surround the city is still in place and the stately public buildings downtown are still impressive.

Old-line suburbs like Shaker Heights are green and serene. Any city would be proud of the University Circle area, home of Case Western Reserve University, Severance Hall (which houses the famed Cleveland Orchestra), the world-renowned Cleveland Art Museum (free at all times!) and an impressive Natural History Museum. But
the pleasures to be found in such venues are not those favored by the modern American peasant. Too stately, too cerebral, no pizzazz.

In keeping with the theme of, “As Cleveland goes, so goes America,” let us explore the reality—one is tempted to say the unreality—of modern Cleveland. Hard to believe, but bread and circuses are now the order of the day. The downtown “renaissance” is designed to lure the locals back downtown, to give tourists something to gawk at and to entice both groups to part with their money. There are not one, not two, not three, but four entertainment areas in or near the central city.

Along both sides of the Cuyahoga River is an area known as the Flats. If you want nightlife, go no further. You can have your choice of pubs, live music, strip bars, restaurants and plenty of those places (e.g., Hooter’s) where people seem to work very hard to convince themselves that they are having fun. A number of the bars have waterside docks with deck crews to assist boaters mooring their craft before wetting their whistles. If you have seen South Street Seaport in New York, the Inner Harbor in Baltimore, Bayside in Miami, Waterside in Norfolk, Laclede’s Landing in St. Louis or Portside in Toledo, you will have some idea of the ambiance. So many of these districts involve old dockside facilities, warehouses or factories that have been revamped. It’s hard to miss the symbolism that the fun ethic has replaced the work ethic as the dominant motif of American culture.

To the east of the Flats (and a little higher in elevation) is the Warehouse District, composed largely of restaurants and art galleries. The action here is a little more upscale and a little more formal.

On the shores of Lake Erie, the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame packs ’em in at $14.95 a head to see “artifacts,” mostly old record jackets that look as though they’ve been retrieved from garage sales. On film and video, the “artists” pontificate about their artistry and their exercise of First Amendment rights (while making big bucks). Across the way, the Great Lakes Science Center caters to the short-attention-span small fry who like to press buttons and turn wheels and pound keyboards—never mind what scientific principles are on display. Meanwhile a brand new football stadium is being readied for the 1999 NFL season.

In the Gateway district on the southern fringe of downtown are Gund Arena (Cavaliers basketball) and Jacobs Field (Indians baseball), plus a wide assortment of bars and restaurants for sports’ fans.

The “insensitive” Chief Wahoo logo, so despised by Indian activists and their liberal sympathizers, is ubiquitous. You cannot walk a block in any direction in downtown Cleveland without encountering the Chief on a banner, a T-shirt or a sign. The demand for baseball tickets is such that all 81 games were sold out before the 1998 season began. Even the standing-room-only tickets were snapped up. The unwary tourist is left to deal with scalpers (Negroes, not Indians) who are open for business on nearby street corners. Woe betide the local dad whose kids want to go to the ball game. One man I talked to had to cough up $100 to a scalper—for bleacher seats! Needless to say, once inside the ballpark, there are more blacks and browns on the field and in the dugout than in the stands.

Now I stand before the Instauration readership as a man who has been known to enjoy a good time. Indeed, the first time I encountered the word “hedonist,” a wave of recognition washed over me. I must admit that an evening in the Flats, downing a few beers during happy hour and watching the boats go by while the sun sets over Lake Erie, is not a bad way to pass an evening. But I’ve always felt that if you have to jump through too many hoops to experience pleasure, the whole purpose is defeated. In modern America, however, this seems to be a minority opinion. I never cease to be amazed at how much money and effort people are willing to expend in search of kicks.

The influx of suburban whites to downtown areas, in Cleveland and elsewhere, may strike some as irredeemable, but I beg to differ. People who head to downtown Cleveland for a good time, just as commuters who go there to work, are in the city but not of the city. I suspect that mushrooming downtown entertainment is a last-ditch attempt by large cities to raise revenue. As the dwindling number of city residents erodes the tax base, left behind is an overabundance of those most in need of public assistance. Inner-city gentrification is an overwhelmingly white phenomenon, but it occurs in isolated pockets and not on a scale to make a noticeable spike in city tax rolls. The suburbanites can’t be taxed but they can be induced to part with their money if they are promised a good time. Accordingly we can opine that inner-city bread and circuses are an alternative form of taxation—one that wasn’t necessary when such cities were bustling with enterprise and chock-full of white ethnics who worked and paid taxes.

The question to be asked, however, is if a shot-and-a-beer town like Cleveland is now fun city, can East St. Louis be far behind? Still, the Disneylandization of Cleveland and other cities is one more indication of how the socio-economics of race affects us in ways we don’t immediately perceive.

JUDSON HAMMOND
How Anti-Semitic Was Adolf?

Zip 420 goes a bit far when he says Hitler “figured out the Jewish question and converted a whole nation to anti-Semitism.” Hitler was not in the business of creating anti-Semitism. He found it lying at hand and made use of it for political purposes. From Mein Kampf it appears that he did have some strong anti-Jewish sentiments based on his own experience. Mainly, however, he was interested in establishing a power base. I doubt he was obsessed about the matter. He wasn’t even rabid in his conversations (monologues) with friends. Only Jews believe that Hitler spent all his waking hours thinking about them. Actually he was extremely contemptuous of the Chosen.

Subliminal Message

Since the fratricidal bloodletting of WWII has been lamented in these pages on many occasions, it is rather ironic that the most compelling cinematic depiction of the “Good War” is now on display in Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan. There are as many “atrocities” visited on the Germans as vice versa—maybe more. Aside from the obligatory scene of a Jewish G.I. lording it over German POWs, even the Jewish angle isn’t played up.

Can’t help but notice that the Jews always turn to Good ole boy America’s heartland when they want to tug at the heartstrings. Ryan is a corn-fed farm boy from Iowa, arguably the whitest state in the union. The moral center of the film is Captain Miller, played by Tom Hanks, who is usually trotted out whenever a nice-guy American everyman is needed in a big-budget production. Miller, a small-town Majorityite is entrusted with the mission of finding Ryan.

Spielberg admitted that the scene in which Ryan’s mother finds out about the deaths of her three sons is directly based on the paintings of Andrew Wyeth. Clearly there is something “precious” about those old-stock Americans. The movie just wouldn’t work if the eponymous character was Private Martinez from New Mexico or Private Cohen from Miami Beach—and certainly not Private Washington from Harlem.

I can’t help but wonder what’s the real agenda here? Why, more than 50 years after D-Day, are we treated to such a detailed rendering of the Allied landing at Normandy? A recruiting film, it ain’t! It explores the riddle of why bother to endanger the lives of half a dozen men in order to save the life of an insignificant private. Obviously it makes no strategic sense. Is it just a PR move or does it have some more ennobling purpose? The only answer I can come up with is that the film is an allegory for interventionism. Why should Americans care if Hitler’s yearning for Lebensraum was a tad overbearing? Why should Americans today send their young to hellholes like Bosnia, Rwanda, the Middle East, wherever? There is no more sentiment today to send American troops abroad than there was in the isolationist, America First days. But if you can frame such bloody escapades with a sense of purpose, then you can better convince people of the wisdom of dispatching American troops to participate in wars on the other side of the world, maybe some day even coming to the aid of—and dying for—the only democracy in the Middle East, gallant little Israel.

JUDSON HAMMOND

Misleading Stat

I was disappointed that Talking Numbers (Sept. 1998) uncritically reported a survey that claimed the rate of interracial marriage was “below 3%,” giving the impression that this was good news and leading readers to accept the misleading information as true. This ignores the actual extent of racial destruction already suffered from intermixure and the increasing rate of obliteration it threatens for the future.

As a Northern European racial preservationist, my first objection to this statistic is how it defines the races. The racial term “white” has become very elastic and is now commonly stretched in government statistics to include large populations whose primary racial ancestry is not even Caucasian, such as the majority of “Hispanics” or “Latinos,” who are mestizos of racially mixed ancestry. Consequently the marriage of a mestizo with a Northern European is not counted as an interracial marriage. The below 3% also discounts the effects of intermarriage between Northern Europeans and other Caucasians of non-Northern European origin. Not counting these as interracial marriages, although they usually produce non-
Northern European offspring, has a negative effect on the Northern European racial group. In fact, much of the racial destruction suffered by the Northern European race from intermixture has been from mixture with other racial groups counted as "white" in most mainstream racial statistics.

My second objection is that the below 3% figure does not break down the different rates of intermarriage between different age groups, so that a trend can be estimated. If the rate of racial intermarriage for the population as a whole is below 3%, the rate of intermarriage for the younger segment of the population must be higher, the rate among the older segment being certainly lower. If the rate of racial intermarriage for the oldest 25% of married people is 1%, and the rate for the second oldest 25% is 2%, a rate of 5% among the youngest 25% and 4% among the second youngest 25% would yield an overall average of less than 3%. Such a breakdown would indicate a trend towards an increasing rate of intermarriage. A breakdown of the percentage of interracial marriages on an annual basis would also demonstrate a trend. (In the dynamic process of racial destruction it is the trend which is important.) We need to see movement in statistics, to have motion pictures not snapshots, in order to understand which way and how fast the numbers are moving.

My third objection is that this below 3% stat is narrowly limited to intermarriage, not to intermixture in the broader and more meaningful sense. It would include any interracial sexual union, married or not, that results in racially mixed offspring. For the issue of Northern European racial preservation, the statistic that is most important is not the percentage of interracial marriages, but the percentage of non-Northern European children born to Northern European mothers. This is the statistic that counts. Although it certainly has a high correlation with the rate of interracial marriage, given a "white" illegitimacy rate approaching 20%, focusing solely on the rate of intermarriage tends to hide or understake the true rate of racial intermixture.

Unfortunately statistics on intermixture are difficult to come by and perhaps unavailable. Assuming, as stated previously, that the rate of white-nonwhite intermarriage among the youngest 25% of married couples (those of reproductive age currently having children) is 5%, and assuming an illegitimacy rate among "white" women of 20%, then about 6% of the children currently born to "white" mothers are nonwhite. If this figure is extended to include intermixture between Northern Europeans and other "whites" who are far removed from the Northern European racial type, and it is assumed that such mixtures are at least half as common as the white-nonwhite variety, then about 9% of the children currently born to Northern European mothers are not of Northern European racial type or identity. The consequences of 9% compounded over a number of generations are grave. If this rate rises in future generations—an educated estimate if the current trend continues—the fateful consequences will be realized only that much sooner.

My fourth objection is that the below 3% figure does not mention the effects of the extent of interracial contact and the regional and cultural variation on the rate of intermarriage. Population groups which are more racially isolated and homogeneous (in states such as the Dakotas and Idaho and in many rural communities, small towns and ethnic neighborhoods), population groups which have an intact cultural heritage that discourages interracial mixture, probably have a much lower rate of interracial marriage and intermixture than those in which the races have more extensive contact and interaction, and those whose culture or ideology promote intermixture.

My final objection is based on the common tendency to evade, deny or downplay the essential inevitability of intermixture in a racially mixed society. It should be a law of sociology that different races occupying the same territory in conditions of extensive contact will inevitably intermix and ultimately blend into one mixed race. Whenever anthropologists encountered different races existing in the same society and territory, it was assumed that one or both of the races were relatively recent arrivals and had not been living together for a long time.

The multiracial society in North America had its beginnings less than four centuries ago. Racial intermixture was strongly inhibited by social and legal constraints for most of that period. With the degree of multiracialization now increasing at a rapid pace in Europe, the conditions are now being created that will permit, even propel, a vast increase in the rate of intermixture in the near future. The race-mixing we have seen to date is only a small fraction of what is to come. The consequences for the Northern European race will be fatal, unless appropriate action is taken to restore the conditions of racial separation and reproductive isolation required for racial preservation.

RICHARD McCULLOCH

Guilty of Anglophilia

Zip 113 correctly points out that the British did themselves in in WWII. The super-moralistic English so mesmerized themselves with their propaganda about German "aggression" that they failed to notice they were doing the Jews’ bidding. In reading the article, "The Presidency" (August 1998), I cannot help but conclude that Instauration is indulging in the same kind of Anglophilic stupidity. The issue with Clinton is not sex and perjury, but the effort of a Zionist-controlled media to cripple an incumbent president who has been striving to make some kind of permanent peace in the Middle East, a peace which Zionist expansionism will never tolerate. There will never be peace in the Middle East until the Israelis drive the last Arab out of Israel or the Arab nations combine and drive the Israelis into the sea.
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Election Postmortem
If you are a Majority member, participat-
ing in a national election is like going to your own funeral. The party that should be representating you, the GOP, will hardly talk about immigration and even less about crime. Party leaders also backed away from the Lewinsky flatulence, so all about crime. Party leaders also backed your own funeral. The party that should talk about immigration and even less the Republicans could do was play the Demos’ waiting game, sticking to the “side issues” of education and health care. (What good is health, if you’re not alive to enjoy it?) Many Republican candidates were also wary, too wary, about affirmative action, which is hateful to most white Americans, as proved once again by the passage of the anti-affirmative action initiative in Washington state. The Republicans might have won big in November if they had had the guts to tackle the real issues. Instead they waffled and they got their comeuppances. When all was said and done, the most disgusting creature ever to inhabit the White House had a victory of sorts.

How can a Majority member explain voting for a party whose main voting base is a conglomerate of scalawags, carpetbaggers and antiwhite minorities? How come tens of millions of whites voted for a party that proselytizes among their racial cousins? We can be sure that the Bushes, the immigration flood that is slowly washing in a national election is like going to an “out-reaching to nonwhites?”

The most advertised Republican victory was the Bush brothers: Governor Jeb of Florida; George W. reelected governor of Texas. The secret of their success? Pundits ascribed it to their “compassionate conservatism” and fluency in Spanish. Jeb boasted about his Hispanic wife and mes­tizo kids. We can be sure that the Bushes, one of whom, George W., may be the next president, won’t even whisper about the immigration flood that is slowly washing away the country’s racial foundations.

The time is bound to come when the Democratic Party can’t avoid being identified as the “Minority Party.” This revelation should come before the combined number of minorities outnumber the Ma­jority. Then it will be hard for the yellow dog Democrats and their ilk to continue to vote for their racial enemies. The way it looks now, legal and illegal immigration, in addition to higher minority birth­rates and a lower Majority birthrate, guarantee the Majority will inevitably lose the numbers game.

False Prophets
False predictions became a habit for Rep­ublican pols before the November election. GOP soothsayers were almost un­animous in projecting a gain of anywhere from 10 to 30 seats in the House and sev­eral in the Senate. When push came to shove, the Republicans lost five in the House and lost as many as they gained in the Senate. Newt Gingrich, the chief pre­dictor, was forced to give up the speaker­ship because of his mishandling of the campaign. For good measure he also re­signed his House seat to which he had just been reelected. We say good ridd­ance. We will never forget how he fired the House of Representatives historian be­cause she had recommended that an edu­cational program attacking Nazis and KKK members should at least have given their viewpoints.

Tax-Dodging Big Shot
Richard Holbrooke, the highly touted Jewish peacemaker of Kosovo, was nomi­nated but not yet confirmed as U.S. Amba­sador to the UN. He “forgot” to pay the IRS $12,000 for the free lodging ex­tended to him by racial cousin M. Larry Lawrence, the Democratic bigwig whose body was recently exhumed from the Ar­lington National Cemetery when it was discovered that his “heroism” in WWII was a figment of his imagination.

Mike’s Back
Although he made $100 million from fis­ticuff bouts after serving jail time for rape, Mike Tyson now seems to be practically broke and owes $13 million to the IRS. The ear-chewer should be barred from ever climbing into the ring again, but, as surmised, the Nevada Boxing Com­mission, after some grandstanding about the depth and scope of the investigation, gave Mike back his boxing license. The chairman of the Nevada Boxing Com­mission is Elias Ghanem. Racial solidarity in­spired Muhammad Ali and Magic John­son to travel to Vegas to put in a good word for their fellow black, whose brut­ishness borders on the Paleolithic.

Falwell’s Crusaders
Rev. Jerry Falwell plans to send 2,000 stu­dents of his Liberty University to Israel next June. A staunch Israel Firster and dear friend of Prime Minister Netanyahu, Falwell says Israel cannot give back any territory to Palestinians because Jesus won’t return to the Holy Land unless it is owned and operated by Jews.

Outrageous Fine
Guilty of burning a black church in Min­nery (GA), the Ku Klux Klan must pay $37.8 million; $15 million of it by Hor­ace Key, the KKK leader. Morris Seligman Dees, America’s proditor, lent his all-out antiwhite legal expertise to the plaintiffs. The jury consisted of nine blacks and three whites. Since Key is on disability, it may be a long time before he pays up.

Angola’s Rocks
Maurice Tempelsman, Jackie O’s last amour, may become the “key marketer” of billions of dollars of high quality An­gora diamonds. U.S. Ambassador to Angola, David Steinberg (they’re omnipresent!), is supporting Tempelsman’s project that calls for the U.S. to put up the money to buy expensive mining equipment to exca­vate the diamonds. Pushing the deal is Ted Sorensen, Tempelsman’s lawyer and the late Jack Kennedy’s half-Jewish guru. A frequent hitchhiker on Air Force One, Tempelsman has slept more than once in Lincoln’s alleged bed. No wonder the Ang­ola venture, as a White House official put it bluntly, has “unsual support” from the Clinton administration.

Did King Accept a Bribe?
Among Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s many sins, the recently discovered miss­ing chapter in the Autobiography of Mal­colm X charged that King once accepted a bribe. He and his associates were of­fered $1.5 million to allow prominent whites to take part in the famous 1963 “I have a dream” march on Washington. The presence of well-known whites was expected to lower the chance of riots. What King and his associates did with the money is not known.

Odd Omissions
The dragging death of Negro John Byrd in Jaspar (TX) and the fence post crucifixion of homo Matthew Shepard in Laramie (WY) sent the media into an orgy of hyped compassion. That everyone in­volved in Byrd’s death was an ex-con, in­cluding the victim, was considered unworthy of mention in most press reports. Neither was the police statement about Shepard’s death—that the primary motive was robbery. The death of Shepard gave a booster shot to gay lobbyists, who are ad­vocating that “hate laws” be applied to any attack on queers. You beat up a white, it’s five years. You beat up a gay, it’s ten.
Bill’s Minorityitis

Clinton can’t seem to bring himself to appoint Majority members to the topmost jobs in his administration. When his chief of staff, Erskine Bowles, retired and went back to North Carolina to make big bucks lawyering, he was replaced by guess who? None other than John Podesta, a half-Italian, half-Greek, who was deputy chief of staff. Podesta’s replacement is Maria Echaveste, a Mexican recently divorced from her Jewish husband, who before he left her got her to convert to Judaism. Right now Maria says she is “looking for a nice Jewish guy” and swears she hasn’t had a cheeseburger for years. Her “diversiveness” is right up Clinton’s alley. She is not only an Hispanic and a convert, but a corporate lawyer, a Californian, a Texan, a New Yorker, a gardener, an expert knitter and a marathon runner.

Racial Jokesters

“Why do Jewish men like to watch pornos backwards?” asked Monica of Clinton during one of their fellatio trysts. “So they can watch the prostitute give back the money.” Clinton guffawed, then came up with one of his own. “What do you get when you cross a Jewish American Princess with an Apple?” Pause. “A computer that never goes down.” At one point during her extensive tête-à-têtes with Linda Tripp, Monica confessed, “I haven’t dated a Jewish guy—I’ve never seriously liked a Jewish guy.” Rabbis have a lot of work to do with Monica.

Nicotine Hustler

A new biography of Edward L. Bernays, the Jewish nephew of Sigmund Freud, reveals him to be the “father of spin,” as the book’s title asserts. Among his many negative faits accomplis, he managed to convince millions of women that smoking was quite the thing, that cigarettes were weight reducers, that it was healthier to “reach for a Lucky instead of a sweet.” Bernays once staged a female march up Fifth Avenue to persuade more women to smoke. He was in charge of a coup in Honduras that ousted an anti-smoking bunch of leftwingers and installed a pro-smoking totalitarian regime. Bernays even had the chutzpah to claim that smoking disinfected the mouth.

Today, Jews head up at least two of the four large tobacco companies, which other lawyers, many of them Jewish, are suing. As is the custom they work both sides of the street. Bernays lived to be 101. His second wife was 50 years younger.

Where’s the White Voice?

The racial renegadism of Clinton is understandable. It is the foundation of his successful political career. But why would an ordinary white, especially a Southern white, pull the same levers in the voting booth as Clinton and Jesse Jackson? That is what is difficult to explain. Some put it down to political naïveté; others to sheer stupidity. Sam Francis blames it on the latter. Then there is the media, which weighs in heavily for the Democrats when election time rolls around. Until whites form a solid voting bloc like blacks, they will suffer defeat after defeat at the polls. Until a huge white voting bloc becomes a political reality, all bets on the survival of white America are off.

Stickers and Quitters

Clinton’s minority mania extends to his church, the McLean Bible Church and its preacher, Lon Solomon, a onetime Jewish drug addict before he came clean and converted to Christianity. Solomon’s Jewish wife deconverted from Judaism to keep her husband company. Ironically, Ken Starr also attends McLean Bible and has a Jewish wife who, unlike Solomon’s, remains Jewish.

Español Alive and Kicking

Californians have passed Proposition 227, which officially ended bilingual education in the state. So far it has mostly been for naught. The proposition allows for many waivers, a loophole upon which the opposition immediately seized. As a result some 40% of public schools in California are still conducting classes in Spanish. Majority members should not be nonplussed. Language is one of the world’s most effective cultural barriers. If we want Hispanics to keep their distance, we should root for bilingualism.

Crooked Votes

God knows how much voting fraud went on in American ghettos in the recent elections. Although a convicted felon cannot run for office, a Seattle Superior Court judge allowed one, a Farrakhanite, to remain on the ballot. Altogether 13% of all black males, 1,400,000 in all, couldn’t vote because of previous felony convictions. There is a lot of difference, however, between not being allowed to vote and not voting at all.

Population Shift

America has been taking in about a million immigrants a year for the past decade. Most of the new arrivals are Mexicans, Filipinos, Central Americans, Africans and Asians. Since these population groups tend to settle in the states of New York, Texas, California and Florida, those states will gain seats in the House, while at the same time, more conservative states, like Montana, Ohio, Michigan and Louisiana, peopled mostly by old-stock Americans, will lose seats. One can easily see that the “browning” of America will accelerate until by a hundred years from now the U.S. will become a country of colored folks.

Truthteller

On the occasion of his acceptance of the Ingersoll Foundation’s annual T.S. Eliot Award for Creative Writing, Jean Raspail, author of the prophetic Camp of the Saints, noted that, although frequently reprinted in many languages throughout the world today, his book could not even be published in contemporary France because of that country’s “hate laws.” Raspail reminded his American audience that Europe and the U.S. are products of Western civilization, born of the same Greek and Roman culture, the Bible and the Gospels, Renaissance humanism, and the scientific discoveries. He noted that our spiritual, moral, family and aesthetic values stem directly from Christianity. Without intending to offend anyone, Raspail reminds us Western civilization was created by the white race. Multiculturalism, he declared, does not represent white values nor is it a substitute for them.

Weirdo Rite

Union City (NJ) Judge Joseph Falbo was surprised a few months ago to find eight chicken heads, a candle, and some dried corn and broken glass on the floor in front of his bench. It was likely the work of devotees of Santeria, the “religion” of an Afro-Cuban cult, some members of which are now Jerseyites. The judge has been warned that big, black brother is watching him.
More than four years after her death, Rabbi Fred Neulander, 57, of Cherry Hill (NJ) has finally been arrested and charged with conspiring to kill his wife. The murderous idea apparently popped into his head during his two-year affair with a Philadelphia talkshowess, Elaine Soncini. Neulander is now free on $400,000 bail.

The Fox Broadcasting Network offered Jewish princess Monica Lewinsky $3 million for a no-holds-barred, all-questions-answered interview. What can she say that hasn't already been heard?

The police chief of East Orange (NJ) was hired because he was black. The white cop who was bypassed sued. Against their wills the city fathers kicked out the black chief and gave the job to the man who deserved it, not the affirmative action racist.

Born in South Africa, raised in England, murdered in Orlando (FL). Such was the uneventful life of Bhaumik Patel, a Pakistani known for not squealing on the blacks who constantly robbed his store. All he did was politely tell the thieves to quit the premises. The suspect, Eric Doward, caught stealing beer a few days earlier, returned, and before Patel could say a word, shot him point blank. Three other grocers or convenience store managers—an Ethiopian, a Guamanian and a Bangladeshi—were shot and killed in the Orlando area by robbers in June and July. Blacks seem to be the most active ethnic cleansers in Florida.

The host of the 20th anniversary celebration of the Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles was Whoopi Goldberg. Questioned about her qualifications for the task, she exclaimed: "I am black, a woman, Jewish and I support the President."

Six Jews celebrating a Jewish holiday in Queens were injured when they set off a giant firecracker, thinking it was a candle. Are Jews really smarter than the rest of us?

A conference was underway at the Riverside (CA) city hall when black Joseph Niale burst in the room with a gun and began firing at anyone who moved. The town mayor was shot, along with two councilmen and three police officers who arrived after a 911 call. The would-be killer was badly wounded. Niale had been canned from his job as a parks employee two years ago and had nursed a grievance ever since. More and more whites these days are thinking twice about firing a black employee.

The religiosity of the late Ralph Abernathy, a noisy black civil rights preacher, did not rub off on his son, Ralph David Abernathy III. The latter has now been indicted for 10 felonies allegedly committed while a Georgia State senator. Abernathy had hoped to run again for his senate seat last month, but the check for his qualifying fee bounced.

Abe and Yehudah Brin, two brothers, one based in Brooklyn, the other in Jerusalem, have been charged with bilking the U.S. Armed Forces out of millions of dollars by selling the Pentagon inferior cloth for the uniforms of soldiers, sailors and airmen.

**CLINTON'S #1 HATCHETMAN**

If you were casting a play and needed someone to play Satan, could you improve on James Carville? You wouldn't even have to bother about makeup!

A Delaware State representative, David Brady, was a character witness for Melvin Schwartz, who was charged with sexual molestation of two girls, 11 and 12, and taking dirty movies of what was going on. Beck claimed that Schwartz was "an honorable, religious, decent, God-fearing man." Someone is lying.

Michael, the 49-year-old son of 80-year-old Dwayne Andreas, founder of Archer Daniels Midland, the agricultural giant huckstered ad nauseam by David Brinkley, was found guilty of fixing the world price of lysine, a food additive that increases the growth of pigs and chickens. Thanks to this conspiracy, the public had to pay up to $190 million more for lysine than it should have between August 1992 and December 1995.

Cartoonist Garry Trudeau practically made a career out of lambasting George Bush and Dan Quayle when they were in office. Not a peep so far from the husband of Jane Pauley about the present occupant of the White House, notwithstanding that Clinton's oral antics cry out for satire.

Larry Allen is the fourth black Denver Cowboy to be charged with sexual assault in less than two years. A white topless dancer claimed he put a knife against her throat and raped her in the parking lot of a sleazy nightclub.

Abby Cohen is the most bullish bull in today's wildly gyrating stock market, according to The Economist (October 3, 1998). She works for Goldman Sachs, which the same magazine called the "most revered" firm in Wall Street. Apparently the Economist is unaware that Goldman Sachs, the Jewish money machine, has a century-old history of shady financial dealings, which has frequently entangled it with the law.

Preacher Melvyn Nurse of Jacksonville (FL) wanted to dramatize the sinful nature of the stock market by playing a game of Russian roulette. He put a blank in the cylinder of his revolver, spun it, held it to his head and pulled the trigger. Bang! This was the end of Rev. Nurse. Even a blank when fired at close range can shatter a skull.

Members of the Kabbalah Learning Center in Los Angeles, which dabbles in Jewish mysticism, include Madonna, Barbara Streisand, Courtney Love, Roseanne, Elizabeth Taylor and Laura Dern. If they haven't already been Judaized by belonging to the Hollywood crowd, they can catch up on what they have been missing at the Center.

A surgeon in the U.S. Army in WWII, Dr. Edwin Weinstein somehow got hold of Mussolini's brain, which he brought back with him to New York. By peering into Il Duce's gray matter he hoped to discover what had made him tick.

The INS has developed a special new process to denaturalize criminals who are wrongly given citizenship. But no sooner was it implemented than it was declared illegal by Federal Judge Barbara Rothstein. Apparently the learned Portia ruled that it violated the civil rights of the crooked citizens.
In mid-20th century 6 of the 12 most populous countries were predominantly white. In mid-21st century only 1 of the 12 most populous countries will be categorized as white. In 1950 the populations of Europe and Africa were about equal in number. By mid-21st century Africa will have 3 times the population of Europe.

- Median U.S. household income was higher in 1989 than it is today.

- The population of Philadelphia declined 7% between 1990 and 1995. 25% of the city's population is classified as "poor." By 2020, Philly will have lost half of the 2 million people it had in 1960.

- Zilch was the number of white males hired for temporary jobs last summer in Grand Canyon National Park. Park Superintendent Robert Amberger faithfully followed the goals set by truckler Bruce Babbitt, Secretary of the Interior.

- Denmark is the least corrupt country in the world according to Transparency International, a watchdog group in Germany. Most corrupt country is Cameroon. Other venal nations are Russia, Indonesia and Pakistan, all of whom have received huge loans from the International Monetary Fund.

- 401 blacks and 1,620 Hispanics were admitted this year to the University of Texas, down from 501 blacks and 1,761 Hispanics admitted in 1996. Horrified, the educational establishment is seeking feverishly for ways to get around the Court of Appeals ruling against racial preferences in state enterprises.

- Congress greatly increased the number of foreign computer programmers allowed to come to the U.S.—from 65,000 today to 107,500 by the year 2001. The influx, as mentioned previously in this magazine, is turning the complex of Silicon Valley from white to yellow and brown. Even worse news: 48,000 Haitians who fled to the U.S. before the end of 1995 will get permanent residence.

- A nationwide phone survey of 600 teenagers between 13 and 17 found 21% knew the number of senators (100), but 90% knew about Leonardo DiCaprio, who starred in Titanic; 41% could name the three branches of government, but 59% could name the Three Stooges; nearly 95% could name Will Smith, who played in the Fresh Prince of Bel Air, but only 2% knew the name of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court (William Rehnquist).

- 2 of the 3 top philanthropists in the U.S. are Jewish; George Soros and Walter Annenberg. The third biggest giver is Paul Mellon, a WASP who gives his money to Americans and American institutions. Soros, a currency speculator born in Hungary, steers most of his benefactions to foreign countries and foreign institutions.

- Since the implementation of 3 strikes and you're out law in Washington State, 118 professional criminals have been given life without parole. This costs taxpayers almost $3 million a year, but represents a saving. Out of jail and back to their old tricks these crooks would have committed about 180 crimes, costing $7 million a year in police, legal and medical expenses.

- Astronauts can grow as much as 2 inches taller when they spend some time in space. Not enough gravity up there to keep their spine in a normal state of compression.

- 2 Negro twins in New Orleans were born 3 months and 3 days apart. One was kept in the womb for an extra 95 days because the first-born twin only weighed 1 lb. 14 ounces. Medical expenses topped $250,000.

- The annual white household income is $38,970; black $25,050. The latter represents a jump of 16.8% in the last 5 years. Considering the numerous racial quotas that are helping them and hurting white advancement, Negro household income should have climbed much higher.

- Neil Lederman of Fairfax County (VA) was sentenced to jail for 11 months for writing a bad check. He was released in 3 weeks and given house detention because his jailors found they could not afford the extra $70 a day for kosher food.

- Clinton's salary is $200,000 a year. If he lives to 81, the total amount of his pension income could add up to $6 million. If he should be impeached, he will receive no pension whatsoever.

- 4% of U.S.-born Californians get public assistance, 7% of foreign born. 9% of U.S.-born Californians receive benefits from Medicare; 14% of foreign born. 4% of U.S.-born Californians get food stamps; 14% of foreign born.

- Some 70% of 12th graders have had sex, 27% of them with 4 or more partners. (1995 Survey of the American Social Health Assn.)

- In a survey of 227 residents and 96 faculty members at a teaching hospital in Brooklyn, 55% said that without a protective bag-valve mask they would refuse to perform mouth to mouth resuscitation in cardiac emergencies. 70% to 80% said they would refuse to extend unprotected mouth to mouth treatment for anyone they suspected was gay.

- In 31 U.S. states it's against the law for first cousins to marry.

- The California legislature appropriated $2 million for the 1997-98 operating budget of the Museum of Tolerance of the Simon Wiesenthal Center in L.A. Jews are fiercely against any clipping away at church and state separation, except when Jewish interests are involved.

- 60% of the world's 225 richest men are American.

- In Western Europe only 5% to 8% of newborn males are circumcised. In the U.S. some 64% are. 3 decades ago 90% of American male babies had their foreskins lopped off.

- A Dahaf Institute poll reported that 55% of Israelis trust the U.S. to protect them from Iraq; 45% don't.

- The 189 partners of Goldman Sachs made $2.1 billion in the first six months of 1998 from the $6.6 billion they invested. Annualized that's a 65% return.

- 50,000 felons and 17,000 dead people are on Florida's voting rolls.

- Of 12,084 illegals, mostly Central Americans caught in south Texas between Oct. 1, 1997 and Aug. 31, 1998, 3,122 have been allowed to stay in the U.S. The Border Patrol says it simply doesn't have enough facilities to detain them.

- 89% of American women are graduating from high school these days, compared to 86% of men.

- In 1996 aliens accounted for 1 out of every 3rd person in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
The man behind the Jerry Springer Show is not Springer, but another Jewish TV mogul, Norman Lebow, who looks like something out of a horror movie. Lebow is the character who stages the “spontaneous” fights that have the habit of breaking out at any moment. Newsweek came out with a cloying article on Barry Diller, Jewish head of USA Network, which owns the Springer show.

Gary (Baby Face) Faison, a talk show host on KKDA-FM Dallas, was arrested in July and charged with raping a 23-year-old woman (race unspecified). He entered her apartment through a sliding glass door at 2:00 a.m. in the morning, held a knife against her throat and raped and raped her. Faison had previously spent some time in jail back in 1982, but it didn’t affect his popularity.

After Iraq, the country most detested in the extensive litany of Jewish hate is Iran. James Rubin, the State Dept. spokesman, acted most un-Jewishly when he married Christiane Amanpour, the half-Iranian globe-trotting CNN reporter.

Viewers of the four-part documentary, Cancer Wars, on PBS were surprised to learn that Nazi Germany was the first country to mount a government-sponsored campaign against smoking, one reason probably being that Hitler hated the weed, said it befogged people’s minds and lowered the combat readiness of young males. If Germany had won WWII, it’s quite possible that Der Fuhrer would have criminalized smoking. None of the Fascist bosses—Mussolini, Franco, Hitler—smoked. Conversely, the liberal and Communist leaders—Churchill, Stalin, Roosevelt—smoked like chimneys.

Interviewed on WLKK in Erie (PA), Ivan Itkin tossed up a comment that American workers should not receive the same wages as “a Chinese coolie . . . or a Mexican wetback is getting.” Itkin’s remark hardly befits a longtime ACLU and B’nai B’rith member, who was running for governor of Pennsylvania on the Democratic ticket. Itkin’s lapsus linguæ probably expressed his true feelings about race. Like the average Jew, he’s an election partner of Latinos. But that’s about as far as the relationship goes. Actually Jews dislike Latinos, but they hate WASPs more. P.S. Itkin lost.

Grandpa Boris has been dropped from the Rugrats comic strip on Nickelodeon. The ADL complained that Boris reminded Jews of how Nazis used to por-

tray them. By the way, has anyone ever seen a truly evil Jewish character on a sitcom?

The black squawker, C. Miles of radio station WOLB Baltimore, often yells into his mike that all whites, whom he dubs Mister Bobo, are KKK supporters. No complaints from blacks; a few minor objections from whites.

There was a major complaint from blacks, however, about The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer, a new series on the black-oriented UPN Network. Negroes said it made a joke out of slavery. Actually its main purpose is the demonization of Abraham Lincoln, who is portrayed as a Clinton-style addict of “telegraph sex” not telephone sex. The story is about a black English lord (hard to believe!) who becomes Abe’s private secretary. The Los Angeles City Council was so discombobulated that it demanded the show be banned. Demonstrators formed outside the Paramount Pictures studio where Pfeiffer was filmed. Jesse Jackson joined the rent-a-mob, adding another headline to his collection. It looks as if black pols are warming up to be the arbiters of TV fare in metropolitan areas.

Despite recent court rulings, William Kennard, the Clinton-appointed head of the FCC, has been doing everything in his power, possibly skirting the law, to force radio and TV stations to hire more minorities. At present 322 television and radio stations are owned by nonwhites.

The Duke of Burgundy, one of the great European bluebloods, was played by an asynchronous black in King Lear (PBS, Oct. 11).
One thing is certain. He doesn’t like Zionists.

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, is more adept jousting his evasions seemed so obvious that Richard­son often vitiate his speeches. He is a religious man and of sense on most all topics he touched on. He was 29). “What are we going to do with Saddam?” Rose asked. “Rethink our policy,” Richardson answered. Rose pressed him, which TV pundits rarely do, assert­ing the reply was meaningless. After some verbal josting his evasions seemed so obvious that Richardson himself couldn’t help giggling! His colleague, the reverend, showing us mere mortals the won­dows of repentance.

From Zip 355. It was bad that Clinton was elect­ed. It was worse that he was reelected. It will be triply worse if he escapes his just deserts one more time. The very worst of all would be if what a preach­er said about him recently on Larry King Live turns out to be true. He has become an “icon for America,” said the reverend, showing us mere mortals the won­ders of repentance.

From Zip 185. Charlie Rose had an interview with former UN Ambassador Bill Richardson (PBS, Sept. 29). “What are we going to do with Saddam?” Rose asked. “Rethink our policy,” Richardson answered. Rose pressed him, which TV pundits rarely do, asserting the reply was meaningless. After some verbal josting his evasions seemed so obvious that Richardson himself couldn’t help giggling! His colleague, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, is more adept at keeping her nonsense solemn.

From Zip 933. CNN televised Nelson Mandela at the White House (Sept. 22) pledging Africa’s support to a beaming President. “We don’t abandon our friends,” Mandela pledged. This puts Clinton in the select company of Castro and Gaddafi, other Mande­la pals.

From Zip 785. Farrakhan on Meet the Press ex­pressed himself rather well. I thought he made a lot of sense on most all topics he touched on. He was careful to avoid the sort of outrageous remarks that often vitiate his speeches. He is a religious man and religious folk do tend to get carried away sometime. One thing is certain. He doesn’t like Zionists.

From Zip 915. Countless hours are spent on TV political debate, but there’s seldom time for more than the most superficial analysis of issues. Typical format is anti-Bill talking head A with a 30-second sound bite about presidential violations of the law. pro-Bill talking head B retorts, “He has been a great president.” A convincing case can be made against that proposition, but there’s just no time. The moder­ator breaks in, “We must go to break.” If one day a killer asteroid is about to obliterate the earth, no doubt we will still have to “go to break.”

From I.H. To most people, chat on the Internet is an exercise in adolescence. Dominated by foul­mouthed 16-year-olds, it offers little meat for the seri­ous thinker. Though most Instaurationists are inclined to remain aloof, they should be cognizant of the op­portunities that abound on computer chat to spread the word, our word. One such opportunity recently materialized in an otherwise unremarkable conversa­tion I was having with a lady from Melbourne, Aus­tralia. Chancing the notion that minorities in both our countries are the bane of the productive citizen’s ex­istence, I provoked her into admitting that her best friend is an Abo.

I calmly replied that no matter how nice the indi­vidual minority member might be, by the group-load they are a traumatic and bothersome dead weight for cultural progress. Recognizing my sincerity, the lady unloaded her pro forma liberal gambit, pounding home the argument on my side, tooth and nail. She agreed with me just as thoroughly as she had sung the liberal dirge that most of the equalitarian pap we encounter in these times is just so much social win­dow dressing uttered to get us through the day.

One evening, just for the fun of it, I went into the Africa Room to see what passes for culture there. My opening statement: “Hello Africa chat, how do you tell the whites from the blacks when everything is in words?” Back came the reply, “Color doesn’t count here, Buster.” A working girl in Arkansas reminded me that this is a nation of melting pot cultures. A young woman from southside Chicago hissed that my racism proves I am not a Christian. In both instances honest reason rather quickly gave way to personal in­vective. For the first I was a KKK lover; for the sec­ond, a Nazi. In both cases I tried to keep the discus­sion as objective as possible, but alas my control eventually gave way. In both instances I believe that I left the battlefield with an argument essentially won. Chat is a minefield of cultural pitfalls, but it offers the clever Instaurationist a unique chance to get his point across unfiltered.
Notes from the Sceptred Isle—John Nobull

In his WWI reminiscences, Good-bye to All That, Robert Graves wrote that, generally speaking, British soldiers in the line did not believe the horror stories about the Germans, though Graves did recall the tale of a German officer killing British wounded, till he himself was killed by one of his potential victims. That story is likely to have been true. As the effects of the British blockade were reaching starvation levels in German cities, hatred was whipped up by a Jew, Ernst Lissauer, who wrote A Hymn of Hate against England. Coincidentally or not, so coincidentally, it was a Jewish chemist, Fritz Haber, who first used poison gas against the Allies.

Although the German High Command, which knew that the prevailing winds in Europe come from the west, was against the use of poison gas, it was overruled by Liberal members of the German parliament. In due course the Allies retaliated in kind. (Adolf Hitler himself was gassed.) It is noteworthy that in WWII the Germans had large supplies of poison gas, including the dreaded Tabun, but Hitler never authorised its use. That’s odd, when you come to think of it. Der Fuhrer is supposed to have ordered the gassing of millions of Jews. Will some B’nai B’rither please explain this anomaly?

Baron von Rinteln was the chief organiser of German propaganda in America. His chief aim—quite understandably—was to keep the U.S. out of the war. In the beginning his effect on public opinion was profound. His greatest triumph, as he recounts in his book, The Dark Invader, was when he persuaded thousands of American mothers to march down Fifth Avenue singing this catchy ditty:

I didn’t bring him up to be a soldier,
I brought him up to be my pride and joy,
Not for to bear a rifle on his shoulder
And kill another mother’s darling boy.

After the 1917 Balfour Declaration, Rinteln couldn’t make much headway against the Jewish-dominated press (Adolph Ochs of the N.Y. Times, etc.). Chaim Weizmann had Wilson’s ear, which he filled with warmongering appeals. The sinking of the Lusitania, which had occurred back in 1915, was made the casus belli, although the ship was carrying a large cargo of munitions.

Against Russia, German peaceniks were more successful, mainly because they made use of a character called Helphand (alias “Parvus”), who fomented revolution by fellow Jews who controlled the Social Democratic movement. Every detail of Helphand’s conspiracy is recorded, strangely enough, in a book written in the 1950s by a nationalist Czech, Zbigniev Zeman. Helphand was given German nationality and all possible assistance by the Wilhelmstrasse.

When Lenin and his pals were allowed through Germany in a sealed train from Switzerland to Russia, they were partially financed and assisted by two Warburg brothers. One of them, Paul, was a founding father of the Federal Reserve System; the other, Max, was financial adviser to the Imperial Government of Germany. All this while their two countries were at war with each other! As Benjamin Disraeli once remarked, the world is manipulated by very different persons from those nominally in charge.

The Kaiser wasn’t so pleased when, after the failure of the German offensive in the West, Helphand and the Jewish Social Democrats began to stir up a revolution in Germany. Later, in exile in Holland, the Kaiser is on record as saying that Jews would have to leave Germany. Isn’t that exactly what Hitler wanted?

After WWI the British government was threatened with revolution by a desperate, war-weary people dying like flies from the Spanish flu. Fear of catching the disease was one reason that George V of England would not allow the Tsar and his family to seek refuge in Britain, leaving them to be eventually murdered by Jewish revolutionaries at Ekaterinburg. Churchill was one of those who agreed with Nesta Webster, a Catholic lady writer, who identified the forces of revolution with world Jewry. Only in the 1930s did Churchill become a traitor to the interests of the British Empire—after having been funded for years by Bernard Baruch. Indeed, “Winnie” was with “Barney” and his cronies in New York in 1929, when the effects of suddenly raising margins on Wall Street made a fortune for those, like Baruch, who had sold short.

Russian wartime propaganda zeroed in on the Slavs. Serbia was supported after the assassination of Austria-Hungary’s Archduke Ferdinand by a Serbian nationalist in Sarajevo. The Czechs were encouraged to mutiny against the Hapsburgs. It was the British, according to Somerset Maugham, who organised the sabotage of factories in Bohemia. The nasty little empires of the Czechs and Serbs, called Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, were set up by the treaties of Versailles and St. Germain, but were the end result of Russian agitprop.
Middle East. Will the world ever get tired of the Holocaust and the ongoing conflict that calls itself the “peace process”? How many times have we seen pictures of Israeli prime ministers shaking the hand of Arafat? How many times have we seen American presidents eagerly taking part in such photo ops? For the latest “peace process” confab in Wye (MD), Uncle Sam, as usual, had to bring along his wallet and ended up being further immersed in the Middle East quagmire. This time the U.S. had to promise to station CIA agents in no-man’s-lands between Palestinian and Israeli towns and settlements. President Clinton also promised to strengthen the unsigned U.S. military alliance with Israel, thereby dragging us ever deeper in the insoluble problems in the area. According to the Constitution, treaties have to be ratified by the Senate, but when Israel is involved, all laws and regulations are ignored. It’s true the U.S. still heads the alliance, but it is the junior partner who calls the shots, who is the tail that wags the dog.

Canada. Newspaper mogul Conrad Black, a somewhat mysterious character, is not satisfied with owning more than half of Canada’s 105 dailies, along with the London Daily Telegraph and the Jerusalem Post. He has started a national journal, the National Post, to compete with Canada’s biggest and most influential paper, the Toronto Globe and Mail. Black, who has a Jewish wife and fancies himself a species of conservative, doesn’t have a very tight grip on his media empire. When his Montreal Gazette approved of Britain’s quasi-kidnapping of Chile’s onetime president, Augusto Pinochet, Black ordered the paper to change its editorial tone, which it promptly and supinely did.

Canada’s own version of the Noxious Nine has found another way to lighten the legal burdens of nonwhite criminals. Federal Supreme Court judges have unanimously decided that in cases where the defendant is colored, white potential jurors may be interrogated about their “racial biases.” So insidious is white racism, declare these political appointees, that it “may be deeply ingrained in the subconscious psyches of jurors.” Even those whites who aren’t rejected out of hand will be “sensitized from the outset of the proceedings regarding the need to confront racial prejudice.” In a country riddled with violent crime perpetrated by black racists, the judges seem to imply that only whites are capable of racism.

Britain. Peter Mandelson, Britain’s Trade Secretary and one of Tony Blair’s favorite gurus, was delineated as a homo on a BBC news program. A Jewish queer, Mandelson prefers to keep the public as uninformed about his sexual proclivities as about his political machinations. After the gaffe, word was sent to BBC announcers and reporters that there would be no further connection of Mandelson with queerdom.

Another highly placed pansy, Ron Davies, the Welsh Secretary of State, had to quit his post when he was robbed while “cruising” in a tawdry part of London.

A few days before Germany surrendered in WWII, Churchill asked his war cabinet to draw up a plan to defeat the Soviet Union. The 29-page report, “Operation Unthinkable,” recommended the use of 500,000 British and U.S. troops, 47 divisions, plus 100,000 Germans to attack the U.S.S.R. through northern Europe. At the time the plan was drawn up the Allies thought it quite possible that Stalin would launch an all-out assault through Turkey and Greece to seize the oil fields of Iran and Iraq.

France. A bomb exploded in a theater in Vitrolles, where the Front National was planning to have a rock concert. No injuries. An anti-FN group of gangsters claimed responsibility.

A black deputy wants the French government to consider reparations for slave laborers, not the slave laborers in WWII Germany, but for the work performed by genuine slaves in the French colonies when slavery was legal.

The Black Book of Communism estimates that the Communist Party worldwide was responsible for 45 to 72 million deaths in China; 20 million in the U.S.S.R.; 1.3 to 2.3 million in Cambodia; 2 million in North Korea; 1.7 million in Afghanistan; 1.5 million in Africa; 1 million in Vietnam; 1 million in Eastern Europe; 150,000 in Latin America. The Black Book was edited by a reputable French historian, much to the dismay of the three Communist ministers in the French cabinet.

Roger Garaudy, already fined $20,000 for authoring an anti-Holocaust book, is at it again with a second tome, The Trial of Israeli Zionism. This time the 85-year-old, ex-university professor, ex-Protestant, ex-Catholic and present-day Muslim could be jailed for his literary endeavors. Garaudy is now a hero in many parts of the Middle East. Even some respectable and knowledgeable Frenchmen are beginning to view him as a martyr.

Scandinavia. Last year’s Nobel Prize for literature went to Dario Fo, an Italian anti-clerical blowhard, who switched from fascism to communism early on in his writing career. This year the prize went to José Saramago, a onetime Portuguese Communist Party honcho, who
now describes himself as an “energetic leftist.” One of his novels, _The Gospel According to Jesus Christ_, has Jesus copulating with Mary Magdalen. If you’re going to be a writer these days, it is much safer and more profitable to be a Red.

**Switzerland.** The ordinary Schweizer gloated a little at the election defeat of New York Senator Al D’Amato, who pandered mightily to Zoo City Jews by threatening boycotts of Swiss banks if they didn’t pay up for alleged shady dealings with Nazis in WWII. The possible loss of so much business scared two large Swiss banks into coughing up $1.25 billion. The shakedown was so successful that scavaging Jewish lawyers are looking into other ways of conning Germans. They are already suing big German companies like Daimler-Benz, BMW and Siemens for what was supposedly owed laborers in WWII. Some Germans claim that all these payoffs were included in the $120 billion or so that Germany has already paid in reparations to Jews and Jewish organizations since the downfall of the Third Reich.

**Germany.** A book called _Fragments_, by Binjamin Wilkomirski, describes in brutal and gruesome detail the author’s stay in Auschwitz when he was hardly more than a toddler. The work, a bestseller in Germany for several years, has now been translated into 12 languages, including English. Wilkomirski passed himself off as the son of a Latvian Jew, who was beaten to death by Nazis in front of his son’s eyes. It all makes for a gripping tale, a sort of male version of the _Diary of Anne Frank_.

Anne’s diary was only partially true after her father got through with his gratuitous editing. Wilkomirski’s book is largely false. Being born in 1941, he was much too young to remember the horrors he claimed he had witnessed. It turns out he was not a Latvian Jew but the illegitimate son of a Swiss-Protestant mother. No one seems to know much about his father. Since the Holocaust has a built-in Jewish and liberal readership, Wilkomirski probably decided to cash in on the lucrative literary market. He obviously knew that not too many critics would dare to question the contents. Anyone who did would be open to charges of anti-Semitism.

Now that the “Flower Children” of the 60s have taken over in Germany in the persons of Gerhard Schröder and his fourth wife, his former secretary, the worst inanities can be expected. Already the Socialist Party and the Greens have announced that henceforth the fatherland will no longer be a country of the German Volk, but “a country of immigrants.” The Turks, Soviet Jews, Gypsies and Africans already residing there are ecstatic, whereas most ethnic Germans are appalled. If the Bundestag does not set appropriate standards, Germany will soon become a conglomerate of deracinated humanoids, much like the U.S. If the Germans are so stupid as to permit all manner of human detritus to gain citizenship, the country will cease to exist as a civilized state. Just as archaeologists today uncover statues and artifacts of the original inhabitants of ancient Greece and Rome that bear no racial resemblance to present-day Greeks or Italians, so too it will be a thousand years hence when archaeologists dig up the remains of the Germans, whose floruit was the first and second millenniums.

**Poland.** Part of the land occupied by the Auschwitz concentration camp is owned by a Polish-Jewish family that decamped to the Soviet Union when the Germans invaded Poland in 1939.

The Auschwitz State Museum has axed the BBC’s plan for a documentary on the so-called death camp with David Irving as interlocutor. No reason given.

**Russia.** General Albert Makashov, a member of the lower house of parliament, is not afraid to speak his mind. At a mass rally in Moscow he put the blame for Russia’s predicament squarely on Jews. He explained that if he had to die for saying this, he’d “take along a dozen yids.” When the subject of Yeltsin came up, General Makashov said the ailing Russian President should be “turned into soap.”

A Jewish novelist, Ernest Topol, has written an open letter to the four Jewish oligarchs who claim he is running Russia (running it into the ground, some say). Future pogroms are more or less certain, Topol writes, unless the megamillionaires hand over a billion or so of their accumulated dollars to smooth the transition “from communism to civilization.” Topol listed the four Jewish magnates who are pulling most of the strings in Russia and Pierre Laporte, the former prime minister of Quebec, underwriting them to quell any future dissent. “How can all or almost most all the money in the country end up in Jewish hands?”

**India.** Asian Indians seek purification by bathing in or drinking the germ-infested waters of the Ganges, into which are poured each year 345 million gallons of raw sewage, 70 millions of industrial waste and 9,000 tons of pesticide.

**Africa.** Anywhere from 8 to 10 million blacks were killed during King Leopold II’s administration in the Congo Free State from 1898 to 1909. Call it the unpublicized Holocaust.

Lightning killed 11 members of a Congolese soccer team in the midst of a game tied at one all. Since only members of one team died, local authorities are looking into the possibility that witchcraft had something to do with the tragedy.

**Pakistan.** A Spotlight correspondent in Pakistan claims that a Tomahawk missile that hit Afghanistan killed 86 women and children and 14 men in a “terrorist” camp.

**Australia.** From a subscriber. In the aftermath of the October federal election, the Liberal/National Parties coalition government led by Prime Minister John Howard was returned to office for the next three years with a reduced but workable majority. Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party and the Australia First Party, led by Graeme Campbell, an independent, failed to win any seats, except for one lonely One Nation member in the Senate. Sadly both Hanson and Campbell lost their seats.

One Nation candidates favored to win some seats were knocked out by Australia’s preferential voting system where a candidate must receive a clear 50% of the first vote. None of the One Nation candidates met this goal, primarily because Jewish groups lobbied all the establishment parties to have the One Nation candidates put last on the “how-to-vote” cards. The results of the election showed that the establishment successfully demonized Hanson because she wanted more accountability in the management of immigration/multiculturalism and Aboriginal Affairs. For her pains she was portrayed as a raging racist.

The One Nation Party received about a million votes or 8% of the total. It is compulsory to both enroll and vote in Australia. At the moment there are a lot of disappointed nationalists. That there is and will continue to be a growing Australia First movement is inevitable, but some eggs will have to be quelled and a united front presented to future voters.